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Abstract

Sarcasm is a case of implicit emotion and needs001
additional information like context and multi-002
modality for its better detection. But sometimes003
this additional information also fails to help in004
sarcasm detection. For example, the utterance005
"Oh yes, you’ve been so helpful. Thank you so006
much for all your help", said in a polite tone007
with a smiling face, can be understood easily as008
non-sarcastic because of its positive sentiment.009
But, if the above message is accompanied with010
a frustrated emoji , the negative sentiment of011
emoji becomes evident and the intended sar-012
casm can be easily understood. Thus, in this013
paper, we propose the SEEmoji MUStARD, an014
extension of the multimodal MUStARD dataset.015
We annotate each utterance with relevant emoji,016
emoji’s sentiment and emoji’s emotion. We pro-017
pose an emoji-aware multitask deep learning018
framework for multimodal sarcasm detection019
(i.e. primary task), and sentiment and emotion020
detection (i.e. secondary task) in a multimodal021
conversational scenario. Experimental results022
on the SEEmoji MUStARD show the efficacy023
of our proposed approach for sarcasm detection024
over the state-of-the-art.025

1 Introduction026

We know that sarcasm is implicit, we can also agree027

that sometimes just going through the utterance text028

is not enough to understand sarcasm. For example,029

the utterance (only text) "It’s just a privilege to030

watch your mind at work" is positive in nature031

and if it is intended in a sarcastic manner, its next032

to impossible to understand it. If this utterance033

is multimodal in nature and is accompanied with034

a video of the facial expressions and the tone of035

the speaker, it can be easily understood that the036

utterance is sarcastic (Chauhan et al., 2020).037

Emojis are a trending topic these days because038

they provide an expressive way to convey sentiment039

and emotion. They are also a convenient way of040

understanding the implicit sentiment and emotion041

of the utterance. As sarcasm is closely related with 042

the understanding of implicit sentiment/emotion, 043

we can hypothesize that emojis should help to un- 044

derstand if there is any intended sarcasm in the 045

utterance or not. 046

Even though sarcasm is related with sentiment 047

and emotion, sarcasm detection is very challenging 048

and that is why everyone treats this task separately. 049

But if we introduce emojis then somewhat sarcasm 050

becomes easy to compare before. The main contri- 051

butions and/or attributes of our proposed research 052

are as follows: a) We propose the SEEmoji MUS- 053

tARD, an extension of the multimodal MUStARD 054

dataset (Chauhan et al., 2020). We manually an- 055

notate each utterance with relevant emoji, emoji’s 056

sentiment and emoji’s emotion; b) We propose an 057

emoji-aware multitask framework for multimodal 058

sarcasm detection. In our multitask framework, 059

sarcasm detection is treated as the primary task, 060

whereas emotion and sentiment analysis are con- 061

sidered as auxiliary tasks; c) We propose a Gated 062

Multimodal Attention mechanism for sarcasm de- 063

tection; and d) We present the state-of-the-art sys- 064

tems for sarcasm detection in multimodal scenario. 065

2 Dataset 066

The MUStARD (Castro et al., 2019; Chauhan et al., 067

2020) dataset consists of conversational audio- 068

visual utterances (total of 3.68 hours in length). 069

The samples were gathered from four famous TV 070

shows viz., Buddies, The Big Bang Theory, The 071

Golden Girls, and Sarcasmaholics Anonymous and 072

annotated manually. This dataset has 690 samples, 073

and each sample utterance (u) consists of its context 074

(c) and multiple labels i.e., sarcasm (Sr), implicit 075

sentiment (Is), implicit emotion (Ie), explicit senti- 076

ment (Es) and explicit emotion (Ee). 077

We have further annotated the MUStARD 078

(Chauhan et al., 2020) dataset with extra informa- 079

tion in the form of emojis (Em), emoji’s sentiment 080

(Em
s ), and emoji’s emotion (Em

e ). We use 25 dif- 081
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ferent and most frequently used emojis on social082

media which represent different emotion as well as083

the sentiment. We take three sentiment values, viz.084

positive, negative or neutral for emoji’s sentiment085

and nine emotion values, viz. anger (An), excited086

(Ex), fear (Fr), sad (Sd), surprised (Sp), frustrated087

(Fs), happy (Hp), neutral (Neu) and disgust (Dg).088

for emoji’s emotion.We show some samples from089

the dataset and emojis in Table 1.090

Please note that, the motivation behind using091

emoji’s sentiment and emotion information is to092

capture the relationship between sentiment and093

emotion of emojis and multimodal data.094

No. Utterances Em Em
s Em

e

1 It’s just a privilege to watch your mind at work. Neg Dg
2 To feed the cat Rose. Pos Hp
3 You’re kidding, right? Pos Sp

Emojis used for annotation

Table 1: Samples From SEEmoji MUStARD

Annotation Details: We employ three gradu-095

ate students highly proficient in the English lan-096

guage with prior experience in labeling emoji, sen-097

timent and emotion. The guidelines for annotation,098

along with some examples, were explained to the099

annotators before starting the annotation process100

(c.f. Table 1). The annotators were given data101

without sarcasm labels and asked to annotate ev-102

ery utterance with one emoji and corresponding103

sentiment and emotion (only one emotion per utter-104

ance) of that emoji. A majority voting scheme was105

used for selecting the final emotion and sentiment.106

We achieve an overall Fleiss’ (Fleiss, 1971) kappa107

score of 0.82, which is considered to be reliable.108

3 Methodology109

In this section, we describe our proposed method-110

ology, where we aim to leverage the emoji informa-111

tion for solving the problem of multimodal sarcasm112

detection in a multitask framework1. We propose113

a multitask deep learning framework for sarcasm114

detection (primary task), and sentiment and emo-115

tions detection(secondary tasks) in a multimodal116

conversational scenario. We depict the overall ar-117

chitecture in Figure 1.118

Input Features: The raw utterance level mul-119

timodal features are represented as text Tu ∈120

Rw×300 (fastText word embeddings (Joulin et al.,121

2016)) where w stands for number of words in an122

1We shall make the datasets and codes available.

utterance, visual Vu ∈ R2048, acoustic Au ∈ R283 123

and Em
u ∈ R300 (emoji2vec emoji embeddings 124

(Eisner et al., 2016)). Please note that we use same 125

features for acoustic and visual modality and take 126

average of the acoustic and visual features across 127

the utterances for a fair comparison with the state- 128

of-the-art systems. We show the detailed descrip- 129

tion of input features in appendix. 130

Model description: We first pass the Tu through 131

bi-directional Gated Recurrent Unit (Cho et al., 132

2014) (BiGRU ) to learn the contextual relation- 133

ship between the words, then pass though a dense 134

layer (BiGRU+Dense as shown in Figure 1). Si- 135

multaneously, we pass Au and Vu through the 136

dense layer separately. Then we concatenate all 137

the modalities together and pass through another 138

dense layer to obtain multimodal representation 139

(MR). Finally, we apply softmax layer to predict 140

the Is & Es and sigmoid layer for Ie & Ee. Simi- 141

larly, we take emoji embedding as input and pass 142

through a dense layer. Then, we apply softmax 143

layer to predict the Em
s and Em

e and concatenate 144

them (c.f. Figure 1) to obtain emoji representa- 145

tion (ER). The objective of ER is to enhance the 146

information of the emoji’s behaviour or nature. 147

As we know, emoji helps sarcasm but we do not 148

know how to fused emoji with multimodal data. So, 149

we take every possible combination where emoji 150

can help. We first obtain Emoji-aware Implicit 151

Multimodal Representation (EIMR) to capture the 152

relationship between emoji and implicit behaviour 153

of multimodal data by concatenating ER with MR, 154

Is and Ie. Then, we obtain Emoji-aware Explicit 155

Multimodal Representation (EEMR) to capture the 156

relation between emoji and explicit behaviour of 157

multimodal data by concatenating ER with MR, 158

Es and Ee. Finally, we obtain Emoji-aware Multi- 159

modal Representation (EMR) to capture the rela- 160

tion between emoji and multimodal data, without 161

including implicit/explicit sentiment and emotion 162

information, by concatenating ER with MR. 163

Gated Multimodal Attention: We propose a 164

Gated Multimodal Attention (GMA) mechanism. 165

We first employ a gated architecture (Gated Mul- 166

timodal Unit (GMU) (Arevalo et al., 2017)) to re- 167

fine (or filter out the noise) an input representation 168

(ER/EMR/EIMR/EEMR) w.r.t. all the participat- 169

ing input representations (ER, EMR, EIMR, and 170

EEMR). After this, an attention mechanism is ap- 171

plied on the output of the gated architecture to 172

decide which gated multimodal representation is 173
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Figure 1: Overall architecture of the proposed emoji-
aware multimodal sarcasm detection framework

contributing the most in sarcasm detection. This174

process is denoted by GMA.175

Motivated by the residual skip connection (He176

et al., 2016), the outputs of GMA concatenated177

with the representations ER, EIMR, EEMR, and178

EMR. Finally, the concatenated representation is179

passed through an softmax layer for sarcasm de-180

tection. The gradients are updated based on three181

losses i.e., sarcasm (loss1 or L1), emoji’s sentiment182

and emotion (L2) and implicit/explicit sentiment183

and implicit/explicit emotion (L3).184

4 Experimental Results and Analysis185

Experimental Setup: We evaluate our proposed186

model on the SEEmoji MUStARD. We perform our187

all experiments based on two setups i.e., Speaker188

Dependent and Speaker Independent. We do not189

take context and speaker information into consider-190

ation which is same as utterance w/o context and191

w/o speaker in (Castro et al., 2019; Chauhan et al.,192

2020). The detailed description of experimental193

setup is in appendix.194

We implement our proposed model on the195

Python-based PyTorch deep learning library. As196

the evaluation metric, we employ precision (P),197

recall (R), and F1-score (F1) for implicit senti- 198

ment/emotion, explicit sentiment/emotion, emoji’s 199

sentiment, emoji’s emotion and sarcasm detection. 200

We use Adam as an optimizer, Softmax as a clas- 201

sifier for implicit/explicit sentiment, emoji’ senti- 202

ment, emoji’s emotion, and sarcasm detection, and 203

the categorical cross-entropy as a loss function. 204

For implicit/explicit emotion recognition, we use 205

Sigmoid as an activation function and optimize the 206

binary cross-entropy as the loss. 207

Experimental Results: In this section, we show 208

the comparison between our proposed model and 209

baselines i.e., Baseline-1 (Castro et al., 2019) and 210

Baseline-2 (Chauhan et al., 2020) which also made 211

use of the same dataset. We evaluate our pro- 212

posed architecture with all the possible input com- 213

binations i.e., unimodal (T, A, V), bimodal (T+V, 214

T+A, A+V) and trimodal (T+V+A). The results 215

are shown in Table 2. For both the setups, we ob- 216

serve similar trend of performance improvement of 217

our proposed model (T+V+A) over Baseline-1 (5.2 218

points ↑ and 7.0 points ↑ in F1-score) and Baseline- 219

2 (4.1 points ↑ and 3.9 points ↑ in F1-score). Thus, 220

we observe that emoji is helpful in improving the 221

performance of sarcasm detection. For both the se- 222

tups, we also observe that trimodal performs better 223

than the unimodal and bimodal. 224

Ablation Study: To understand the effect of 225

Emoji and proposed GMA, we perform an abla- 226

tion study on our proposed model. The results are 227

shown in Table 3. For both the setups, we observe 228

that proposed model outperformed Proposed w/o 229

Emoji (2.9 points ↑ and 2.7 points ↑ in F1-score) 230

and proposed w/o GMA (2.0 points ↑ and 2.1 points 231

↑ in F1-score). 232

Impact of Emoji: Empirically, we have shown 233

that emoji helps sarcasm (C.f. Table 3). We take 234

some examples from the dataset (c.f. Table 4), 235

which are sarcastic, to show the effect of emo- 236

jis. Each example has positive implicit/explicit 237

sentiment. The predictions made by the model, 238

proposed w/o emoji, are incorrect for sarcasm but 239

correct for implicit and explicit sentiment. 240

Now, when emojis are used, the model, correctly 241

predicts all the examples as sarcastic. We observe 242

that emoji’s sentiment is playing an important role 243

for sarcasm detection. The sentiment displayed 244

by the emojis is negative. This helps the model 245

to understand the contrast between the sentiments 246

displayed by the utterance and the emoji. Thus, it 247

correctly interprets that the utterance is sarcastic. 248
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Speaker Dependent Speaker Independent
Proposed Baseline-1 (2019) Baseline-2 (2020) Proposed Baseline-1 (2019) Baseline-2 (2020)

Labels P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1
T 69.9 69.7 69.6 65.1 64.6 64.6 - - - 63.1 61.2 62.0 60.9 59.6 59.8 - - -
A 69.1 68.0 67.4 65.9 64.6 64.6 - - - 67.2 67.4 67.3 65.1 62.6 62.7 - - -
V 75.1 74.2 74.0 68.1 67.4 67.4 - - - 65.4 65.7 65.5 54.9 53.4 53.6 - - -

T+V 75.1 74.8 74.7 72.0 71.6 71.6 72.7 71.9 71.6 66.2 66.6 66.2 62.2 61.5 61.7 65.5 65.5 65.7
T+A 70.6 70.3 70.1 66.6 66.2 66.2 62.2 61.1 59.6 69.5 66.0 65.9 64.7 62.9 63.1 59.1 60.0 50.3
A+V 76.1 75.7 75.6 66.2 65.7 65.7 72.7 71.9 71.8 68.9 69.1 68.2 64.1 61.8 61.9 65.6 63.8 63.9

T+V+A 77.9 76.9 76.7 71.9 71.4 71.5 73.4 72.7 72.6 70.0 69.7 69.8 64.3 62.6 62.8 69.5 66.0 65.9

Table 2: Comparative analysis between our proposed model, and Baseline-1 and Baseline-2

Setup Speaker Dependent Speaker Independent
P R F1 P R F1

Proposed w/o Emoji 74.2 73.4 73.8 67.8 66.5 67.1
Proposed w/o GMA 74.4 74.9 74.7 67.7 67.9 67.7

Proposed 77.9 76.9 76.7 70.0 69.7 69.8

Table 3: Ablation study

W/o Emoji W/ Emoji
Utterances

SrSrSr EmEmEm SrSrSr

1 Oh, I’m so glad you asked it like that. You. NS S
2 We can? Ok I am trying that. NS S
3 Wow you look just like your son, Mrs. Tribbiani NS S

Table 4: Comparison between w/ Emoji and w/o Emoji

Impact of GMA: Empirically, we have shown249

the effectiveness of the GMA (C.f. Table 3). We250

show the heatmap of an utterance "Oh, I’m so glad251

you asked it like that. You." (c.f. Table 4) and252

we have already shown that emoji help to pre-253

dict this utterance as sarcastic. To prove this, we254

show the attention heatmap for this utterance in255

Figure 2. We see that ER contributing more than256

others which means emoji is more evident for this257

utterance to predict correctly. Thus, this also proves258

our hypothesis that emoji help sarcasm.259

Figure 2: The heatmaps represent attention weights of a
particular utterance across ER, EMR, EIMR and EEMR.

Error Analysis: We perform error analysis for260

our proposed model. We take some samples which261

are incorrectly predicted by our proposed model262

and analyze our model’s shortcomings. We take263

two utterances i) "Yes you can. You’re thinking264

about time, you can’t go back in time." and given265

label is not sarcastic (NS) with emoji and ii) "I266

thought if I littered, that crying Indian might come267

by and save us." and given label is sarcastic with268

emoji . For both utterances, the implicit/explicit 269

sentiment of the utterances is positive and the emoji 270

is (expressionless). Even though, the informa- 271

tion for sentiment and emoji types are same for 272

both but one utterance is non-sarcastic while the 273

second utterance is sarcastic. With this, the model 274

fails to learn the subtle difference between the utter- 275

ances as the emojis do not provide any additional 276

distinguishable information to the model about the 277

utterances during training. 278

5 Conclusion and Future Work 279

In this paper, we have created SEEmoji MUStARD 280

by manually annotating an existing MUStARD 281

dataset with emoji, emoji’s sentiment and emo- 282

tion labels. In our multitask framework, sarcasm 283

is treated as the primary task, whereas emotion 284

and sentiment analysis are considered as secondary 285

tasks. We have proposed a Gated Multimodal 286

Attention based emoji-aware-multitask learning 287

framework for sarcasm prediction. Empirical re- 288

sults of our proposed model, on the newly anno- 289

tated dataset, achieve state-of-the-art performance 290

over the existing methods. 291

During the annotation, we found that the dataset 292

is very small for a complex architecture to learn a 293

complex problem like sarcasm. We think that in- 294

creasing the size of the dataset by annotating more 295

samples should be helpful to gain improvement in 296

performance. 297

6 Ethical Declaration 298

The dataset used in this paper is freely avail- 299

able and we extend the dataset by annotating 300

(Emoji, Emoji’s sentiment, and Emoji’s emotion) 301

the dataset, and has been used only for the purpose 302

of academic research. The annotation for extending 303

the dataset was done by human experts, who are 304

the regular employee of our research group. There 305

are no other issues to declare. 306
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A Dataset345

A.1 The role of emoji’s sentiment and emoji’s346

emotion347

We know that sentiment and emotion of multimodal348

data helps in better sarcasm detection. To com-349

pliment the sentiment and emotion information,350

which plays a significant role in sarcasm detection,351

of multimodal data, we also use emoji’s sentiment352

and emotion information. The idea is to capture the353

relation between sentiment & emotion of emojis354

and multimodal data, and the combined effect they355

have in better understanding of sarcasm.356

B Input Features 357

Text Features: Let us assume, in an utterance, 358

there are nt number of words w1:nt = w1, ..., wnt , 359

where wj ∈ R300. Each word, wj , is represented 360

as a vector using fastText word embeddings. 361

Visual Features: Let us assume that the number 362

of visual frames for an utterance be nv. We take 363

the average of all frames to extract the utterance 364

level information for the visual modality where 365

Vu ∈ R2048. 366

Acoustic Features: Given na number of frames 367

for the acoustic w.r.t. an utterance, we take the 368

average of all the frames to extract the utterance 369

level information where Au ∈ R283. 370

Emoji: There is one emoji (say Em) associated 371

with each utterance. The pre-trained emoji embed- 372

dings are obtained using emoji2vec where Em
u ∈ 373

R300. 374

Please note that we take average of the acoustic 375

and visual features across the utterances for a fair 376

comparison with the state-of-the-art. 377

C Experimental Setup 378

We evaluate our proposed model on the SEEmoji 379

MUStARD. We perform our all experiments based 380

on two setups i.e., Speaker Dependent Setup and 381

Speaker Independent Setup. We do not take context 382

and speaker information into consideration (utter- 383

ance w/o context and w/o speaker). We perform 384

grid search to obtain the optimal hyper-parameters 385

(c.f. Table 5). Though our aim is to use a generic 386

hyper-parameter configuration for all our experi- 387

ments. There are two setups which are as follows; 388

Speaker Dependent Setup: In this setup, five- 389

fold cross-validation was performed for the experi- 390

ments, where each fold takes samples randomly in 391

a stratified manner from all the TV shows. 392

Speaker Independent Setup: In this experi- 393

ment, samples from three TV shows (i.e., The 394

Golden Girls, Big Bang Theory, and Sarcasma- 395

holics Anonymous) were taken in the training 396

set while samples from the fourth TV show (i.e., 397

Friends) were taken in the test set. Following 398

this step, we were able to reduce the effect of the 399

speaker in the model. 400

C.1 Computational Budget 401

We use GPUs2 for all experiments. Our model 402

only take approx 1.5GB GPU memory. It takes 2-3 403

seconds per epoch approximately. 404

2GPU: 1080Ti with 32GB, RAM: 256GB

5
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Parameters Speaker Dependent Speaker Independent
Bi-GRU 2×300N
Dense layer 300N, D=0.3
Activations ReLu
Optimizer Adam (lr=0.001)
Outputs Softmax (Is, Es, Em

s , Em
e , Sr) & Sigmoid (Es, Ee)

Loss
Categorical cross-entropy (Is, Es, Em

s , Em
e , Sr)

Binary cross-entropy (Es, Ee)
Epochs 200
Batch 64 16

Table 5: Model configurations

D Description of Emojis405

We use 25 frequently used emojis on social me-406

dial and the detailed description of emojis are as407

follows;408

D.1 Anger409

: A yellow face with a frowning mouth and eyes410

and eyebrows scrunched downward in anger.411

: A red face with an angry expression: frowning412

mouth with eyes and eyebrows scrunched down-413

ward. Bears the same expression as Angry Face414

on most platforms and may convey more intense415

degrees of anger, e.g., hate or rage.416

D.2 Excited417

: The glittering flashes of sparkles. Generally de-418

picted as a cluster of three, yellow four-point stars,419

with one large sparkle and two small ones to its left420

or right.Commonly used to indicate various posi-421

tive sentiments, including love, happiness, beauty,422

gratitude, and excitement. May also be used to423

convey newness or cleanliness.424

: A yellow face smiling with open hands, as if425

giving a hug. May be used to offer thanks and sup-426

port, show love and care, or express warm, positive427

feelings more generally. Due to its hand gesture,428

often used to represent jazz hands, indicating such429

feelings as excitement, enthusiasm, or a sense of430

flourish or accomplishment.431

D.3 Fear432

: A face with small, open eyes, open frown,433

raised eyebrows, and a pale blue forehead, as if434

experiencing a cold flash.435

: A yellow face screaming in fear, depicted436

by wide, white eyes, a long, open mouth, hands437

pressed on cheeks, and a pale blue forehead, as if438

it has lost its color. Its expression evokes Edvard439

Munch’s iconic painting The Scream.440

D.4 Sad 441

: A yellow face with raised eyebrows and a slight 442

frown, shedding a single, blue tear from one eye 443

down its cheek. May convey a moderate degree of 444

sadness or pain, 445

: A pensive, remorseful face. Saddened by life. 446

Quietly considering where things all went wrong. 447

Depicted as a yellow face with sad, closed eyes, 448

furrowed eyebrows, and a slight, flat mouth. May 449

convey a variety of sad emotions, including feeling 450

disappointed, hurt, or lonely. Less intense than 451

other sad emojis like Loudly Crying Face and 452

more introspective. 453

: A yellow face with an open mouth wailing 454

and streams of heavy tears flowing from closed 455

eyes. May convey inconsolable grief but also other 456

intense feelings, such as uncontrollable laughter, 457

pride or overwhelming joy. 458

D.5 Surprised 459

: A yellow face with small, open eyes, raised 460

eyebrows, and a small, open mouth, as if it has 461

been hushed by concern or correction. Meaning 462

widely varies, but its expression is commonly taken 463

as surprise, embarrassment, or mild excitement. 464

: A yellow face with small, open eyes and a large, 465

round mouth, slack with surprise or shock, as if 466

saying Wow! or Oh my! May convey such feelings 467

as awe or disbelief, often milder or more ironic in 468

tone than Face Screaming in Fear. 469

D.6 Frustrated 470

: A hand shown pressing against the head of a 471

person, commonly written as facepalm. Used to 472

display frustration or embarrassment at the inep- 473

titude of a person or situation.May be used in a 474

similar context to the acronym SMH (shaking my 475

head), or in relation to the Picard Facepalm meme. 476

: A yellow face with closed eyes, furrowed eye- 477

brows, broad frown, and two puffs of steam blow- 478

ing out of its nose, as if in a huff or fuming. May 479

convey various negative emotions, including irrita- 480

tion, anger, and contempt. May also convey feel- 481

ings of pride, dominance, and empowerment. 482

D.7 Happy 483

: A yellow face with a big grin and scrunched, 484

X-shaped eyes, tilted on its side as if rolling on the 485

floor laughing (the internet acronym ROFL). Sheds 486

two tears and tilts right on most platforms. Often 487
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conveys hysterical laughter more intense than488

Face With Tears of Joy.489

: A yellow face winking with puckered lips blow-490

ing a kiss, depicted as a small, red heart. May491

represent a kiss goodbye or good night and convey492

feelings of love and affection more generally.493

: A yellow face with smiling eyes and a broad,494

closed smile turning up to rosy cheeks. Often ex-495

presses genuine happiness and warm, positive feel-496

ings.497

: Emoji Meaning A yellow face with a big grin,498

uplifted eyebrows, and smiling eyes, each shedding499

a tear from laughing so hard.500

: A classic red love heart emoji, used for expres-501

sions of love and romance. This is the most popular502

heart emoji A similar emoji exists for the heart suit503

in a deck of playing cards.504

: A yellow face with an open smile, sometimes505

showing teeth, and red, cartoon-styled hearts for506

eyes. Often conveys enthusiastic feelings of love,507

infatuation, and adoration, e.g., I love/am in love508

with this person or thing.509

: A yellow face with smiling eyes and full-510

toothed grin, as if saying Cheese! for the camera.511

Teeth may be smoothed-over or crosshatched. Of-512

ten expresses a radiant, gratified happiness. Tone513

varies, including warm, silly, amused, or proud.514

D.8 Neutral515

: A yellow face with simple, open eyes and a516

flat, closed mouth. Intended to depict a neutral517

sentiment but often used to convey mild irritation518

and concern or a deadpan sense of humor.519

: A yellow face with flat, closed eyes and mouth.520

May convey a sense of frustration or annoyance521

more intense than suggested by Neutral Face, as522

if taking a moment to collect itself.523

D.9 Disgust524

: A sickly-green face with concerned eyes and525

puffed, often red cheeks, as if holding back vomit.526

May represent physical illness or general disgust.527

: A yellow face with scrunched, X-shaped eyes528

spewing bright-green vomit. May represent physi-529

cal illness or disgust, more intensely than Nau-530

seated Face.531

: A swirl of brown poop, shaped like soft-532

serve ice cream with large, excited eyes and a big,533

friendly smile. May be used to represent feces and534

other bathroom topics as well as stand in for their535

many related slang terms. It also enjoys a wide536

range of idiosyncratic applications, such as convey- 537

ing a sense of whimsy or silliness, given its fun, 538

happy expression. 539
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